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MSRP (19%): 99.00 

INDOOR ANTENNA FOR DVB-T2
RAZOR FLAT

Oehlbach XXL® Razor Flat - DVB-T2 HD in perfection

The Oehlbach XXL® Razor Flat DVB-T2 HD indoor antenna is so compact that it is 
almost invisible in the living room: The antenna itself is only a few millimeters thin 
and can therefore be mounted extremely inconspicuously. Thanks to the patented 
Oehlbach reception technology, it simultaneously offers outstanding reception values 
even under extremely demanding conditions - for example, in areas with a generally 
weak DVB-T signal, when operating in the basement or in interior rooms.

More DVB-T2 HD is impossible: perfect reception with XXL Razor Flat
Oehlbach stands for absolute top quality in cables and electronic products. The 
XXL® Razor Flat once again occupies a very special place in this premium portfolio 
as a product in the 5-star category: Thanks to the patented reception technology 
developed directly by Oehlbach in Pulheim near Cologne, the DVB-T2 HD indoor 
antenna still offers the best possible result even under the most difficult conditions. If 
you don‘t want to compromise on DVB-T(2 HD) reception, the XXL® Razor</br> Flat 
is the perfect choice.

Perfectly prepared for the DVB-T switchover
In the course of 2017, the broadcasting of the current „normal“ DVB-T signal will be 
discontinued. The free frequencies are taken over by the successor standard DVB-T2 
HD. For the first time, Full HD transmissions (up to 1080p) are now possible in ter-
restrial television. The reception of this high-resolution TV standard via indoor aerial 
is a great advance, but in some areas - for example, the TV receiver - it also means 
that a new purchase is necessary. But when buying an antenna you are on the safe 
side: The Oehlbach XXL Razor Flat can do both: DVB-T and</br></br> DVB-T2 HD.

Flexible and unobtrusive mounting

The Oehlbach XXL® Razor Flat Antenna is only a few millimeters thin and very light. 
Two small nails are sufficient for attachment (the antenna has two pre-cut holes in 
the sheath especially for this purpose). If even this is too complicated for you, you 
can simply use double-sided adhesive tape instead - in most cases this is already 
enough. The 3.6 meter long cable offers additional flexibility in installation. If you hide 
the XXL Razor Flat directly behind the TV, you can also provide it with the appropriate 
power connection via USB.</br></br>

Packaging size 55mm / 340mm / 375mm

Reception area  UHF: 470 - 790 MHz 

Colour  Black/Grey 

SIGNAL DIRECTIONAntenna 
plug male

Uni-Direc-
torate

DVB-T2 HD is an initiative of ARD, Medienanstalten, Mediengruppe RTL Deutschland, ProSiebenSat.1 Media SE, VPRT and ZDF. 
We don‘t use their logo, we just mention the name „DVB-T2 HD“ so customers know that our device is compatible. DVB® and 

DVB-T2® are trademarks of the DVB project. The DVB-T2® logo used on this packaging is the property of the DVB project. Use 
of this logo has been approved by Oehlbach Kabel GmbH. 
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item no. Color EAN MSRP (19%)

17215 Black/Grey 4003635172155 99.00 €

Packaging size 55mm / 340mm / 375mm

Housing material  More than five Inputs 

Weight (net)  540 g

Scope of delivery  Antenna, USB power supply, connection cable 3.6m, opera-
ting instructions  

Transmission standard  DVB-T2 

Screen resolution  1080p Full HD 

Features  Ultra-thin antenna, antenna with extremely low-noise 
receiver, 24kt gold plated contacts  
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